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Wind Breaker
Glass windbreaks are a fantastic way of
providing shelter on your terrace or
veranda, without restricting or conﬁning
the space.
TGP can advise on a range of glass
windbreak solutions. As well as traditional
ﬁxed windbreaks we can also provide
adjustable glass windbreak systems for
additional ﬂexibility, allowing you to change
the layout of your space and adapt to the
weather conditions.
It is a revolutionary glazing system product!
Restaurant gardens, terraces, open areas of
cafes, swimming pools and balconies or
even in commercial or government
buildings...
Just lift it up to remove wind affect!
The panel is 110 cm high when closed, with a
basic touch it rises up to 190 cm height and
also descends down with a simple touch.
Why TGP windbreak systems?
TGP Glass windbreak system is a design for
the enclosure of external spaces. It is
operated manually: By lowering the upper
glass, the horizontal counterweight is lifted,
by upping the upper glass the horizontal
counterweight is lowered, this makes the
system more durable and easier to use. By
adjusting the level of glass you can widen
your view, rest and relax without the
disturbing wind.
Easy to use, easy to move
·Balancing by weight
·Aesthetic appearance
·Various glazing options
·Unobstructed View
·High Resistibility to winds (ﬁxed)
·Stylish
·Fix base or Portable
·Anti-corrosion
·Simply push to open or close
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Technical
Speciﬁcations

Fixing
Anchor screws for concrete is included,
in the package
Panel width
Min:80cm – Max:175cm
Panel height
Max:190cm
Corner connector
Available
Panel connector
Available
Glass thickness
Fixed glass (8mm), Liftable glass (6mm)
Principle of operation
Manual lifting by hand/Counterweight
Surface coating
RAL Powder Coated 9010 White /
9005 Black / 7016 Anthracite Grey /
9006 Aluminium Grey are standard colors.
Other RAL colors are also available
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